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and might be helpful in increasing the water
repellency properties, and also in reducing the mobil
ity of air within the feathers for heat insulation and 
during flight. In the same specimen were also found 
sheaths showing striations which gave the impression 
of a replica of bundles of microfibrils. This can be 
seen in Fig. 3, which is from a preparation containing 
only downy barbules. The thickness of the mem
branes from the phenolic treatment varied between 
50 and 200 A. Similar results were obtained by 
dissolving the feather parts in dilute sodium sulphide. 

Thicker sheaths, up to O · l micron in thic:kness, 
were obtained when feather barbs were dissolved in 
50 per cent alcohol to which had been added some 
O·l per cent sodium bisulphite'. These membranes 
were mostly double (originating from both sides of 
the barbules), and in the optical microscope it could 
be seen that they still retained the contours of the 
original feather parts. In the electron microscope, 
marked striations and also compact ridges could be 
observed. These ridges might belong to cell walls 
(Fig. 4). 

The treatment with phenol and enzyme or with 
alcohol and bisulphite leaves only the outer parts 
of the feather vane and down undissolved. From 
the different action of the reagents it can be con
cluded that the keratinous body is enveloped by a 
cuticular sheath approximately O · l micron thick, 
consisting of at least two layers. The external of 
these, practically unattacked by tryptic digestion, 
is the same as that freed by bromination. It is the 
most resistant one and is analogous to the epicuticle 
of wool. Beneath there is the second layer, which is 
digestible by trypsin but unattacked by alcohol and 
bisulphite. This layer might correspond to the 
exocuticle of wool. 

Further details of this investigation will be pub
lished elsewhere. These studies of the epicuticle 
have been aided by a research studentship to one 
ofus (G. L.) from the International Wool Secretariat. 
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Superconductivity of Tin Isotopes 
MEASUREMENTS have been made of the super

conducting transition t emperatures and critical fields 
of nearly pure tin isotopes sepa rated by the electro
magnetic method ; the mean atomic weights pro
visionally determined by mass spectrograph were 
116·2 ± 0·2, 120·0 ± 0·2 and 123·6 ± 0·4. Samples 
of about 15 mgrn. in the form of cylinders 1 cm. Jong 
cast in silica tubes were used , and transitions were 
studied (a) by observing the magnetic moment in a 
constant small magnetic field (2 gauss) as the tem
perature was lowered, and (b) by m easuring magnet
ization curves at constant temperatures. The mag
netic moments were measured by a ballistic method 1, 

and to improve relative accuracy all three samples 
were studiPd together. The transitions were sharp 
( ,_, 0 ·01 ° K. width), .and the transition temperatures 
(Tc), defined as the temperaturrs (extrapolated to 
zero field) at which the ratio of magnetic moment to 

field had half its superconducting value, could be 
determined with a precision of order 0·001° K. 
relative to each other. The values of Tc expressed 
on the 1949 scale• were : 

M 116·2 120·0 123•6 
To° K. 3 ·763 S ·707 3 ·654 

Maxwell's3 value Tc = 3 ·662° K. for an enriched 
sample with M = 123 · l lies well on a graph of these 
results, and so too does the value 1'c = 3 ·726° K. 
for natural tin• (M = 118·7). A log-log plot shows 
that our results are consistent with the relation 
Tc ex l/M1 i1, but until the atomic weights have been 
determined more precisely, a departure of the ex
ponent by as much as O ·05 from ½ is not excluded. 
This relation was predicted by the theories of 
Frohlich• and Bardeer.•, and has already been veri
fied in experiments on mercury isotopes•,•. By 
direct measurements of differences (t::,.Hc) of critical 
field (Be) between two isotopes at the same tem
perature, it was established that the Hc-T curves 
are geometrically similar; in particular, the value 
of A.He/He extrapolated to 0° K. was found equal 
within 5 per · cent to 8.T c/T c, so that the relative 
cha nge of electronic specific heat cannot exceed 5 per 
cent of the relative change of mass. The value of 
dHc/d1' at T = Tc was 142 gauss/° K., and the value 
of Ht/Tc extrapolated to T = 0° K. was 81 ·5 
gauss/° K. for all three isotopes. 

Full details of these experiments will be published 
later. 
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THE superconductivity of three samples of sep
arated tin isotopes (identical with those mentioned 
in the preceding communication) has been investigattid 
with two different methods. m addition to some 
exp1'l'riments on the magnetic susceptibility, similar 
to those carried out by the American authors1 and 
in Cambridge, detailt>d mt>asurements of the de
p endence of tha electrical resistance on temperature 
anci magnetic fiPld have been made. Thin rolkd strips 
of the three isotopes and of natural tin, which had 
been annealed, were investigated simultaneously by 
the same method as emplnyed previously•. The 
following results were obtaim.d : 

M 1116·2 118·7 120·0 123·6 
Te(H = 0) 3·764 3·727 3 ·710 8·653° K. 
T,M'i' 4057 4061 4064 4061 
H• (3 ·5° K.) 39 35 32 23 gallSS 
H• (3 ·o° K .) 108 104 98 90 .. 
H• (2 ·5° K.) 169 166 160 151 .. 
H, (2 ·0°K.) 220 216 210 202 .. 
H, (1 ·5° K .) 259 255 248 241 .. 
H,co° K.> (308) (305) (299) (2111) ., 
He(fl° K.)/Tc 81 ·8 81 ·9 80·5 79 ·9 ga11SS/deg. 
dRo/dT(To) 152 163 157 104 ,, ,, 
R, .,IR,o 5 X lQ-1 2·5 X 10-• 1·5x10-, 2 X 10-• 

M Is atomic weight ; T• Is transition temperature In zero field; 
H, Is critical field ; R.z is resistance at :,;• K. 
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